Spelling Tic-Tac-Toe
“From Seed to Plant”

This board includes many different activities to help your child practice his/her spelling words. Your child must choose at least three of the activities to complete for weekly homework. The activities must make a tic-tac-toe line: horizontal, vertical, or diagonal three in a row. Please mark your choices with crayon, marker, etc. One complete assignment should be turned in each day (Monday-Wednesday). Students should study on Thursday for the spelling test. Have fun!

| Write 10 sentences with 10 different spelling words. (Write 2nd grade sentences.) | Write the odd numbered spelling words 5 times each. | Write 10 sentences with 10 different spelling words. (Write 2nd grade sentences.) |
| Write the even numbered spelling words 3 times each. | Rainbow words Write each one of your words in 3 different colors. | Write your spelling words four times each. |
| Write your spelling words two times each. Write the first set using a pink crayon and the second set using a blue crayon. | Write a spring story with 8 of your spelling words. | Put all 20 words in alphabetical order. |

Name ________________________________

“From Seed to Plant”
Words for the week of 4/4-4/8

1. sprout
2. streams
3. through
4. strong
5. strap
6. springtime
7. spray
8. throat
9. three
10. ostrich
11. pioneers
12. clearing
13. air
14. different
15. light
16. beautiful
17. nutrition
18. protects
19. ripens
20. flower